Key to Abbreviations

FMS   Faculty of Medical Sciences
ESP   English for Medical Purposes
EAP   English for Academic Purposes
ELT   English Language Teaching
EFY   English for Yemen
EFL   English as Foreign Language
ESL   English as Second Language
GND   General Nursing Department
LSP   Language for Specific Purposes
EMP   English for Medical Purposes
SPLT  Special Purpose Language Teaching
CLT   Communicative Language Teaching
NA    Needs Analysis
GE    General English
TSA   Target Situation Analysis
CNP   Communicative Needs Processor
CSD   Communicative Syllabus Design
PSA   Present Situation Analysis
EST   English for Science and Technology
IT    Information Technology
CALL  Computer Assisted Language Learning
CLT   Communicative Language Teaching
FCE   Faculty of Commerce and Economics
TBL   Task-based Learning
LSA   Learning Situation Analysis
EBE   English for Business and Economics
ESS   English for Social Studies
EOP   English for Occupational Purposes